
Pizza Kit Instructions
(Read all the instruction before starting the pizza kit)

Step 1: Preheat Oven!
Preheat oven to 500 Degrees. Allow dough to come to room temperature.  If using a pizza stone, heat

stone in oven this will ensure that the bottom of the pizza will cook fully.

Step 2: Roll out the dough! 
Once dough is rested and room temperature, heavily flour both sides of your dough ball. Begin

stretching out the dough to the desired shape. Have fun with this part of the pizza making process,
don’t worry about making a perfect circle.

Step 3: Transfer! 
Place stretched dough on baking sheet. You can put the stretched dough directly on the baking

sheet, if desired use a teaspoon of olive oil to help brown the bottom more!

Step 4: Toppings! 
Spread sauce on dough and add on desired toppings!  Stir sauce before spreading it on pizza.

Step 5: Bake Pizza 12-16 Min! 
Place baking sheet with pizza on it, in the middle rack of oven and bake for 10-13 min or until desired

look of your pizza has been reached. *If using a pizza stone place baking sheet directly on the hot
stone.  If you are confident enough to put the fully prepped pizza directly on the stone, make sure to

four a baking sheet that does not have any edges. The flour ensure a solid transfer to the baking
stone. The baking sheet with edges will not work and most likely destroy your creation. The baking

stone ensures a crispy bottom.

Let Pizza Cool and Enjoy!
Let pizza rest for 5 min before cutting!
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